2003 chevy tahoe driver side window controller

It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Hello I had
just bought a used Tahoe come to find out that the driver side door doesn't lock with remotely
locking it, also the master switch doesn't functions. Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On
Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What
Edmunds Says Pros. October edited July in Chevrolet. Hello i could really use some of your
guys help. I have a 4 door tahoe and i have a weired sitution going on. Only on the drivers side
that i can not get the locks to work, all 4 windows, or the outside mirriors, But if i go to the other
doors and try to use the locks or window controls they work fine. I have tryed to check every
fuse under the hood and the one on the drivers side under the dash. Any of you help would be
so very much appericated. Driver's Side Window Stopped Working. October I don't have
electrical schematics for your year and make, but have a set for my Suburban. They show a
25Amp circuit breaker, one for the left doors, and another one for the right doors. Can you
confirm that the Left Rear window switch works or doesn't work? If it doesn't work, then see if
you can find the circuit breakers, it might be called "LT DRS" in the owners manual. If the Left
rear window is working correctly, then you will need to get a digital voltmeter and measure the
voltage on the power wire going to the drivers switch. You need to verify that the switch is
getting power, or not. This may ultimately end up being a bad BCM Body control module, but I'd
have the dealership confirm that before replacing as those are non-returnable and expensive. Its
only the drivers side. Thank you for replying. Then if this was my vehicle, the next thing I'd
verify is that the voltage is getting thru the wiring harness to the switch. There is a slight chance
you have a wiring problem, probabaly slim, but a chance. I've had very old cars that have gone
thru a lot of door openings and closing, where the wiring flexing broke the wiring. I wouldn't
expect to see that on such a new vehicle, and when that happens you would more than likely
have intermittent problems sometimes works, sometimes doesn't work , before it fails
completely. So I think it is unlikely that is your problem, but I'd check it anyhow. Since you
replaced the switch unit, with the exact same symptoms, it's unlikely to have two failed devices
with the exact same failure At that point, you are probably looking at a failed BCM. You might try
reseating the connectors on the BCM. If that doesn't resolve it, I'd pay the dealer to fix this, as
you are likely looking at a BCM November I am having issues with my 07 Tahoe right side
mirror, it will not fold but everything else works fine. Can you provide the wiring diagram for
your 07 so I can check mine? Also do you know the fuse for the mirror owners manual does not
clearly saw mirror in the descriptions for the fuses. Thanks in advance. May After trip to the car
wash my driver side mirror will not lock back into position. How to fix? I have a 99 Chevy
Suburban that the passenger side mirror was removed by my wife. I won't say how. I purchased
a new one. The only thing left in the area is the wires and the mounting to the door. I purchased
a tester and can't verify that I have power to any of the wires on that side of the car. Now the
passenger side mirror does not work either. I have replaced every fuse in the fuse block at the
left side of the dash as well as under the hood with no luck. Please help. Thanks, Larry. I have a
99 Chevy Suburban that constantly loses water from the expansion tank. There is no sign of
water anywhere when I refill the tank. Oil on dipstick looks good, no water on the driveway or on
the frame of the car where the tank is located. No white smoke coming from the tailpipe. Where
is it going? I been searching the internet for some help to fix my wife's Suburban that has lost
all the driverside door control functions just as described on your previous post by
luv2cruiserccl 03 Tahoe back in October of He has described the exact same symptoms that my
03 is doing, where everything on all the other doors work but the driver side controls. I was
hoping maybe somebody could tell me what ended up being the cause or cure for his Tahoe?
Hello myze1 i ended up after hours of testing things on the tahoe windows found that the entire
drivers side window-lock was had a fault. Got on ebay and bought a used one replaced it and
everything has worked great since. Please fell free to reply back and i will respond or give you
my email.. August My issue is a bit opposite. My front passenger door window does not operate
and neither does the power lock on that door the door light is off too. I've replaced one of the
right door fuses and was looking at also replacing one of the right door circuit breakers. A test
of that circuit breaker, however, indicates that it may still be good. Any ideas on what else could
be happening? Thanks for any info I hadn't checked this site obviously in quite a while. I'm glad
you got your situation resolved with replacing the door lock, but I fear mine is a completely
differant animal! He suggested pulling the fuse to that unit, to allow it to power down
completely. To be honest I haven't had a chance to try it as we haven't been using our Suburban
since the A. When it rains it pours!! Thanks again!! It may be a while before I get back to
working on my wifes Suburban, but I will pass along the results If you get a chance try pulling
the fuse to the BCM on your wifes Yukon letting it power down. Let me know what results you
got! September edited September I have a Tahoe Hybrid out of basic warranty coverage and the
power door locks on 3 of my doors do not want to pop up or close. Via remote, via door panel

controls, all the same The only door that functions properly is the drivers side and the liftgate.
Sometimes the passenger rear locks while on the move, but that's only sometimes. I don't get
why 3 out of 4 wouldn't work. Are the actuators faulty? Does this have something to do with the
power module that controls them? Anyone know the cost of this repair? Please respond Please
discard Corporate Bulletin Number A. Condition Some customers may comment that the RKE
key fob does not function, doors will not unlock from the passengers door switches, or the
passenger door window is inoperative. This condition may be intermittent. Correction Important
For clarification purposes, the following information is provided. The components involved in
this bulletin are known by various names. Perform the following procedure step by step do not
skip a step to determine the proper course of action. Determine the production date of the
vehicle by viewing the certification label on the driver's door. Use the Tech 2 to determine the
PDM operational software release number and system calibration number. With the Tech 2
installed and powered up, Select F0: Diagnostics. Select model year: Refer to Service
Information SI for additional diagnostic aids. If the passenger door window and door lock
function as designed, however the remote keyless entry system is inoperative, use normal SPS
reprogramming procedures to reprogram the Passenger Door Module Techline refers to this as
the DMP Passenger Door Module with software from TIS version 2. Refer to the Parts Catalog
for the correct part numbers. After replacing the switch, re-synchronize the RKE key fob.
September Know when to take it to the dealership, and say 'fix it'. Stealerships are well-know for
a misdiagnosing an issue and b selling you parts to replace ones that are not bad. January If
you have power folding mirrors, try folding and unfolding three times. Worked on my wife's
Tahoe. June Trying to find why my driver window only operates intermittently. Most of the time
will not close but sometimes will not open. Regulator motor, defective switch or maybe wires
going through door jamb? Any ideas or past history? July How did you get this to work? I just
experienced similar issue on my Yukon XL Denali. Lost all power to the drivers door. Not related
to the keyless entry as all other doors function. Appears all fuses good, unless I missed
something. Day later it seems the power off delay in the car, when ignition turned off, doesn't
work either. All systems shut down when ignition turned off. Does anyone have a clue to what I
can look for to correct this issue? December February Driver side door module does not control
anything and to make matters worse my window is stuck halfway. The fuses are good to go. The
issue started back in November, if the driver door was open, I could not control the other
windows from my side. Once the door was closed everything was fine. Now, the driver's side
module does not work at all. Help me out, please. March It sounds like you have a short in the
power line to that door. I had the same issue with my Yukon Denali. No power at all to the door
except the speaker which means the plug to the circuit is fine but no power is being sent to the
controls or light in that door. Pull back the boot on that door and tug on the wires and see if one
is lose. Mine was a small dark brown wire. This is common in these vehicles and many more!
Let me know what you found out and if you new any more help! March edited October If the
speaker works and turn signal in the mirror then the plug to the circuit board on the side of the
dash is fine but the door Ian getting power from another source. There are lines that run to the
door through a rubber boot through the door jam. Peel back the rubber boot and look for a
broken or lose wire. Mine was a small dark brown wire which had broken apart. My interior
lights stayed on for a while, my delay power wouldn't stay on and I couldn't control anything
from my drivers side door. Also the auto lock unlock wouldn't respond on that door as well. I
fixed that wire and all was as good as new! Let me know what your outcome was. Hello I have a
03 cadillac escalade ext and one day I was getting in my truck and the left driver switch wouldn't
work. It won't operate and of the other windows or the mirrors or will it not lock. The other
windows work fine from their door. I spliced them back together with same gauge auto wire and
power was restored to door controls and lower door light. Hope this helps save someones cash
for better things. Auto wire and flathead screwdriver to release boot ends. I had the same
problem as the original poster except on the passenger side of my '03 Yukon Denali. I noticed
the problem shortly after a technician "reset the software" for my new aftermarket radio by
taking off the negative terminal to the car battery for a few seconds. Another post in the thread
about letting the BCM power down completely made me think to take off the negative terminal
connection again but leave it off for a minute or two I have faced same problem as jfig. It's still
an open question for me. I wanted to ask if any of you might have a wiring diagram that I can
use to help troubleshoot this. December edited December You might find one at bbbind. Free
diagrams, just have to register and log in. Look for the link under Tech Info. Here's a pdf for
Tahoes that might help too. Crazycustom Queens, ny Posts: 2. April I have a tahoe when i shut
off the truck radio stays on until i open the door and hit the window switch. Then all interior
power shuts off. This is super wierd Franklyn05 Kansas City Posts: 2. I have the exact same
problem with my Chevy Tahoe z71 my drivers door doesn't work no locks no mirrors no

windows all other doors are good but my drivers side doesn't work can anybody help I have
tried almost everything I could think of. Sign In or Register to comment. For more information
go to Their affordability and durable design make them the stand-out option. Since , Dorman
Products has supplied the Since , Standard Moto We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the
latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Win
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dow Switch part. Product Fit. Shop Chevrolet Tahoe Window Switch. Showing 1 - 15 of 18
results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: RB Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart.
Part Number: RBR. Turn Signal. Part Number: AC Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 18 results.
Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Established in , A Jan 05, Good price, good
product. Preston U. Purchased on Jun 24, Dec 06, Douglas Hess. Purchased on Nov 27, Aug 09,
Window switch. Switch works great, simple installation 4mins tops. Andres Gutierrez.
Purchased on Aug 01, Helpful Automotive Resources. What are the Parts of a Car Door? Car
door parts can be divided into two main categories: the interior parts and the exterior parts. Car
Door Exterior. Thankfully, there is a temporary solution that sometimes works. Quick Fixes for a
Stuck Power Window. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

